
This man pulled out his pen and quickly 

tagged these faces on the wall

foggy windows when

it's cold at night

the outside of

this car was spray

painted, I th
ought

it was nice of

whoever spray

painted it to

leave the

windows empty

singapore metro compared to paris metro

When I had no place to live and I had no place to sleep - 

and I did sleep in the Metro - I held steadfast to the fact 

that I had a dream, a reason why I'm doing this... that it was

 bigger than this moment. Jeremy Scott

In Paris, the people go in the Metro, they move,

they go to their offices, 8 a.m. in the morning -

it's like remote control. Florian Schneider

During my 3 days without a phone, I

have to ask people for help in the metro

to know my way.  It feels weird not to

have a phone in my hands. Instead of

texting friends on my phone, I started to

read my book and listen to what people

are saying. The event makes me feel

more like a part of the city.

Though there

are  so many

lines go through

Châtlet, I've only

taken a few of

them

Each app I use to navigate portrays

the metro differently.  

I like the iPhone Map's layout the

best with the dots through the line

but I mainly use City Mapper to get

places.

Taipei Metro

Map
MetroCard

The MetroCard is a magnetic stripe card used for fare payment on transportation in the New York City area. It is the primary

payment method for the New York City Subway; New York City Transit buses, including routes operated by Academy Bus

under contract to the Metropolitan Transportation ...

Google

Un Pass Navigo spécial seniors

le - AP RÉDACTION - Actualité - Région Île-de-France & Grand Paris Les Franciliens

de plus de 65 ans non bénéficiaires de la carte Améthyste, pourront bénéficier dès la

fin de l'année du nouveau forfait " Navigo Senior ", mis en place par le Conseil

régional d'Île-de-France. C'est la nouvelle ...

Google

Clipper card

The Clipper card is a reloadable

contactless smart card used for

electronic transit fare payment in the San

Francisco Bay Area. First introduced as

TransLink in 2002 by the Metropolitan

Transportation Commission (MTC) as a

pilot program, it was rebranded in its

current form on 16 June 2010. In ...

Google

SUPREME limited ed. S/S '17 MTA NYC Subway card

Shop mherson17's closet or find the perfect look from millions of stylists. Fast

shipping and buyer protection. Currently collaborating with Louis Vuitton and

other high end designers, this NYC subway card was released last year in

collaboration with the S/S 2017 fashion line. The card does work ...

Google

The 9 Most Interesting Metro Cards Ever Released

New York City is one of the most art-influenced and art-influencing places in the entire world. Aside

from being packed with museums, art houses, theaters, galleries, and music venues, it's the kind of city

whose streets ooze with creativity-from Subway platform bands and back-alley b-boy crews ...

Google

10 of NYC's Limited Edition and Commemorative MetroCards Issued by the MTA -

Untapped New York

New York City's iconic yellow MetroCard has been a trademark of the subway since 1992, the

year it was introduced. The slim, plastic cards eliminated the burden of carrying subway tokens -

and so, the MTA officially discontinued the use of the coins in 2003. New York City's beloved

MetroCard has ...

Google

The Pass Navigo needs a

redesign

votre passe navigo découverte est

strictment personnel et doit etre validé sur

les appareils de validation rencontrés au

cours du voyage. Ce passe n’est valable

qu’associé a la carte nominative transport

de meme numéro. Les conditions

génerales d’utilisation sont disponibles

aupres des transporteurs. 

we decided to redesign the Paris metro

Navigo pass inspired by the colorful metro

passes of Taiwan and  Singapore to add some

fun and art to the Paris metro reflecting the

graffiti and culture found within 

Station

Pyramid

I remember when taking the metro was almost

exciting, the prospect of being somewhere we

hadn't been yet. I knew we'd be stared at when we

talked loudly in our American accents, now looking

back at these pictures, there's a discomfort not just

at the proximity but also of the lack of social

awareness. 


